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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

D5.6 describes the containerization and deployment of applications in a SaaS cloud environment. We use 

selected applications from the VDI use case to demonstrate the techniques for decomposing the 

application into components and building the set of containers to hold each component. We explain how 

to deploy the application components using the ECRAE solution developed within the WP5. ECRAE (i.e., 

Efficient Cloud Resources Allocation Engine) is a resource orchestration system which has been developed 

with three main goals: (i) selecting the best set of infrastructural resources based on power(energy)-aware 

allocation policies, (ii) being able to interact with existing orchestration solutions, such as in our case 

OpenStack (with some extension modules for managing containers), and (iii) supporting TOSCA 

description format for passing the application description (i.e., the set of components to deploy, their 

mutual relationships, and the set of desired nodes for running such components). 

We successfully demonstrate the deployment of two of the applications, which were tested and measured 

at the CSI testbed. Worth to note that, deliverable D5.7 showed simulation results regarding the capability 

of the ECRAE allocation policies to reduce the power/energy consumption. Conversely, in this document 

we demonstrated the capability of the ECRAE to correctly instantiate application components (i.e., Linux 

containers) by parsing corresponding TOSCA file descriptors with proposed extensions (see D5.8 and 

D5.9). We show the potential for energy savings and show that the potential can be obtained by taking 

care when designing the cloud services to be power(energy) aware, have the ability for migration, and 

implement the correct functionality for power-aware scheduling of containers in the data center. 

Several of these technologies are still immature and continue to be developed. Based on our experience, 

we document several shortcomings of the technologies, and suggest ways for them to be improved in 

future work. 

Position of the deliverable in the whole project context 

This deliverable is closely related to the other deliverables of WP5. Firstly, it builds on the intermediate 

release (D5.1) which laid out the fundamental technologies for cloud computing, and provided context to 

explain why containerization is necessary, and the benefits to be gained by doing so. Additionally, it relates 

to the other final deliverables from WP5, specifically D5.7 which deals with the question of the benefits 

of deploying an app in heterogeneous environment and gives the results of the power aware scheduling 

algorithm through simulation. Furthermore, it relates to D5.8, which extensively describes the way input 

descriptors (i.e., TOSCA file descriptors) are parsed and the extracted information used to select 

infrastructural resources for running the application containers. Also, D5.9 which shows the various 

technologies developed for the purpose of container migration (both in homogeneous and heterogeneous 

data centers). Finally, the results of this deliverable were used in D7.8 for measuring the power savings of 

the deployed VDI applications. 

 

Description of the deliverable 

This document reports on the activities done to containerized applications in such way they can be 

deployed in a heterogeneous data center infrastructure. Packaging such applications requires two main 

activities that have been performed within the WP5: (i) containerizing the application, i.e., split it into a 

set of independent modules that can be run on Linux containers, and that interact each other; (ii) create 

a proper application descriptor that can be processed by the cloud orchestrator (ECRAE) to deploy the 

containers on the right set of nodes. Thus, this deliverable provides a detailed insight of the way such 

activities have be done, by considering three representative applications (OwnCloud, OpenXchange, 

LibreOffice). Also, the necessary actions performed to enable the ECRAE orchestrator to correctly  deploy 

them on the OpenStack-based testbed environment are described.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This deliverable (D5.6) is the final version reporting on workload characterization, and it builds on the 

intermediate version of the previous deliverable (D5.1). This deliverable is concerned with how to package 

an application and its deployment in a heterogeneous data center. This includes containerization of the 

application, as well as building an application descriptor that can be used during deployment by the 

envisioned and designed orchestration system (ECRAE). 

 

Microservices are an emerging cloud application architectural style, which considers a single application 

as a suite of small services, each running in its own process and communicating with lightweight 

mechanisms (e.g., Linux containers such as Docker). Microservices are generally designed to be scalable 

and resilient, which means they can be deployed on a set of distributed servers, under the assumption 

that a communication channel (such as TCP/IP) is available to coordinate efforts between the various 

instances and services. 

 

In reality, there are a countless number of existing applications which are not written in the microservices 

style. For example, IBM DB2, Oracle DB and Microsoft SQLServer are widely used database management 

software packages from the pre-cloud era that many applications depend on. In order to save effort in 

rewriting existing applications and migrating users and data to use these new applications, there is a need 

to be able to deploy these legacy applications and components in a SaaS (or PaaS) environment in order 

to take advantage of today’s cloud offerings. This can be accomplished by a process we call 

“containerization”, which can make legacy applications appear to be microservices so they may be 

managed by existing cloud management software. To this end, in the remainder of this document we will 

show how such applications can be conveniently described within TOSCA format, which in turns is parsed 

by the ECRAE orchestration system we designed in WP5 to deploy them on the actual infrastructure. This 

cloud management software also includes both an interfacing mechanism towards other management 

software/frameworks (for instance, in our case OpenStack), and the mechanism to migrate these 

containerized applications at run-time between compute nodes of various architectures. Every time the 

workload optimization algorithm discovers a better allocation of the running containers, it plans their 

migration. Deliverable D5.8, chapter 5 provides details on the way the migration technology has been 

integrated within the ECRAE solution. By containerizing the legacy applications, we can then take 

advantage of power-aware scheduling algorithms integrated in ECRAE to better manage the cluster. 

 

We focus our efforts on containerizing the various sample applications from the VDI use case. We then 

encode this characterization in an application descriptor (based on TOSCA standard) that can be used by 

the power-aware orchestration software for deployment and management during the lifetime of the 

application. 

1.1 CONTAINERIZATION 

There are two main reasons to containerize applications. The first is to take advantage of cloud 

infrastructure, and the second is to take advantage of container migration technologies (which in our case 

includes cross-architecture). The container migration technologies that we have developed are described 

in detail in D5.9. Since cloud architecture has become so prevalent, it makes sense for IT departments to 

take advantage of the economy of scale. By taking advantage of the cheaper compute resources, IT 

departments can reduce the costs associated with offering some services. In order to do so, the 

applications must conform to the style that the cloud is able to deploy. 

1.1.1 Cloud Infrastructure 

Today, SaaS and PaaS clouds are being built to manage cloud-native apps. That means the management 

software being used (for example, Kubernetes) comes with a set of rules and assumptions about how the 
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application has been written, and how it should be deployed. Specifically, application components should 

have these attributes: 

1. Loose coupling (and high cohesion) 

2. Stateless 

These attributes together allow applications to be scalable and fault tolerant. These kinds of assumptions 

work well for newly written apps, but do not apply to legacy apps. There are many institutions that have 

custom software written long ago that cannot be (or would be economically prohibitive) rewritten in a 

new programming paradigm. This includes of course such applications as those used by banks and 

insurance companies on mainframes. But even much more modern apps and components such as Redis, 

PostgreSQL, Apache, etc. which are still widely used today do not conform to the new microservices 

paradigm. We provide a solution for deploying these components using cloud management tools that 

only understand containers. This allows us to take advantage of existing cloud infrastructure, developers 

skills, and the vast effort being exerted in developing and improving these tools to run legacy workloads. 

Our VDI use case is exactly one such example. CSI does not have the resources to write SaaS applications 

from scratch, nor do they have the time to wait for these apps to be developed and debugged. It is much 

more prudent to take off-the-shelf software (in this case, open source) and redeploy it as SaaS software 

on their internal cloud for their customers to use. This gives them a much shorter time to market, and 

therefore a much quicker return on investment. However, some work must be done in order to properly 

manage these apps with existing cloud orchestration software. 

1.1.2 Migration Technologies 

To get the best performance/Watt from the data center, we must have a mechanism in place that can 

relocate applications and application components according to changing demand in the system. This is 

further complicated by the introduction of multiple architectures into the data center, under the 

assumption that each architecture as well as each machine has its own particular power consumption 

characteristics of which the cloud management software is aware. In order to support cross-architecture 

container migration, several infrastructure features must be in place. The application components must 

be compiled from source using a special compiler that can produce migratable binaries. There must be an 

agent that is able to perform post-copy migrations. Ideally, the cost of such a migration is so low that the 

management software may perform the migration at practically any time, with practically no penalty. 

1.2 LXC/LXD 

Originally, LXC referred to the native Linux Containers solution. This was a stand-alone command line tool 

to manage the life cycle of containers hosted on the local machine. After some time of container usage, 

the developers recognized a need for another tool that could manage containers across an entire cluster, 

including migrations. They named this tool LXD. LXD is a daemon (server) process which runs in the 

background on every node that hosts containers. With it, came a new front-end tool for talking directly 

to the daemon, called LXC. Unfortunately, the developers gave the new tool the same name as the 

previous tool, but the command syntax is different, as well as the results. In fact, you cannot manage or 

take ownership of containers created with the original LXC by using the new LXC, even though they 

fundamentally rely on the same technology. This has led to some confusion as to which tool is required 

to perform which function. It is possible to tell the two tools apart by looking at the syntax. The original 

LXC has all hyphenated commands, such as: lxc-create, lxc-delete. The new LXC (which works with LXD) 

has ‘lxc’ as the command, with a varying number of parameters. In this document, we generally refer to 

the second (new) style, since we work with LXD. However, there were some problems managing the new 

style containers from OpenStack, since the container plug-in only understands the old-style commands. 

The containerized application presented in this document has also been deployed on an infrastructure 

relying on OpenStack as low-level orchestration system (see Figure 2) and as part of the testbed 
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environment hosted by CSI. OpenStack provides modules to support LXC and LXD technology. The LXD 

technology is intended to provide more abstraction with respect to the LXC ones, allowing for better and 

easier control of the containers. It actually offers a superset of the functionality of the LXC technology. 

From a closer and more general viewpoint, LXD provides a daemon which in turns interact with LXC 

through the ‘liblxc’. Both LXC and LXD modules are supported through specific versions of the NOVA 

OpenStack module. However, the LXD version of NOVA is a project with little support from the OpenStack 

community. It has several known bugs and very limited documentation. Furthermore, the OpenStack 

version installed in CSI facilities does not support the LXD module but only the LXC one. For all these 

reasons, the LXC module has been installed and the containerisation of applications has been 

implemented with LXC technology taking into account all the peculiarities of the OpenStack environment 

installed in the CSI testbed infrastructure. However, there are some drawbacks to using the old-style LXC 

– some options such as mounting privileged filesystems is not supported. This functionality is required by 

some containerized applications, for example when exposing NFS (network file server) services. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Testbed architecture 

1.3 CLOUD MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE – ECRAE SOLUTION 

A cloud management software is a software system intended to abstract the underlying infrastructure, 

and to provide easier mechanisms to control the allocation of resources, as well as to monitor their usage 

over time. OpenStack is a framework that provides a large set of functionalities and supports different 

deployment strategies and technologies (e.g., it can be configured to run and manage traditional virtual 

machines, Linux containers, and bare metal capabilities). To this end and over the time, the framework 

grew with many modules that can be plugged-in. Some of the modules are of basic installation and are 

compulsory to correctly ‘orchestrate’ the underlying infrastructure. Although, OpenStack allows the 

installation of many modules which offer various features to simplify the management of resources, in 

most of the cases they do not offer the right level of control as required in a production environment. 

Furthermore, OpenStack does not support mechanisms to periodically redistribute the workload in the 

data center in an optimal way. Indeed, some project aims at extending the features provided by the 

internal resource allocator (i.e., NOVA scheduler), but their capabilities are still too limited. For instance, 

in [14], the authors describe a framework (called NEAT) based on OpenStack, which is aimed at 
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dynamically provide energy-efficiency and consolidation for virtual machines. This work, although being 

close to our solution, still relies on simple heuristics which have been in turn demonstrated to have worse 

performance compared to global search space heuristics (e.g., genetic algorithms). Indeed, the workload 

optimisation problem can be easily modelled as an optimisation problem and solved using ad-hoc 

parallelizable heuristics. Our work on developing an orchestrator integrating such more performant 

heuristics stems from the above-mentioned analysis on existing solutions. As also remarked in the 

executive summary, we extensively simulated the capabilities of the proposed ECRAE software, 

demonstrating its ability to greatly reduce power(energy) consumption of the data center. Such results 

are presented in D5.7. 

 

Figure 2 - ECRAE architecture with OpenStack integration. 

Figure 2 summarizes the architecture of the orchestration solution we developed within WP5. Hereafter, 

we only provide a summary of its main features, highlighting those that are involved in the process of 

input TOSCA file elaboration. More details on the resource selection and allocation algorithms can be 

found in D5.9, while details on the parsing of customized TOSCA descriptor can be found in D5.8. Our 

solution consists of an allocation engine (which implements the allocation algorithms, i.e., the greedy 

strategy and the ES-based heuristic – see D5.9) and an internal data base (knowledge base) providing the 

abstract view of the resource allocation. Besides these two components, a YAML-parser is used to parse 

and extract relevant information on how to deploy the application services from the TOSCA descriptor. 

Such descriptor contains tag extensions to pass hints to the allocation engine, which in turns will select 

the best set of resources (i.e., the ones providing the most energy efficiency). 

Two important things to note are as follows. First, with the aim of providing an effective solution and with 

respect to the testbed architecture (see Figure 1), we hosted the ECRAE software on a VM that faces the 

same network as the other OpenStack modules (i.e., NOVA Controller, HEAT, NEUTRON, etc.), which are 

hosted on different VMs. This choice helped us to simplify the design of the ECRAE software and its 

integration with OpenStack. Second, the way containerised applications have been supported in 

OpenStack, as described in the remainder of this document, is useful to understand how input TOSCA file 

are created. Such files are passed to the ECRAE system leveraging on a REST API and are parsed by its 

internal YAML-parser. 

In the remainder of this document, we will focus on the description of the methodology used to 

containerise the two selected legacy applications, showing relevant aspects for successfully creating such 

TOSCA descriptors. In the Appendix (see Appendix C) we included the TOSCA file descriptor for one of the 

two containerised applications (i.e., specifically, OpenXchange), just for the sake of completeness. In the 
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appendix, the reader can see the whole application descriptor, following the approach described here to 

containerise the application, and the way to pass the information to the developed ECRAE orchestrator. 

In addition, deliverable D5.8 reported in the appendix section also the TOSCA file descriptor for the other 

application we containerised following the approach and methodology described in this document, i.e., 

‘OwnCloud’.  

1.3.1 Energy efficiency 

Energy efficiency gain is the results of three main key technological elements: i) the availability of energy 

efficient hardware for executing virtual machines and/or containers; ii) the availability of a mechanism 

allowing migration of virtual machines and containers from one node to another; and iii) the availability 

of management software stack capable of taking advantage from underlying improved hardware, and 

potential availability of accelerators (heterogeneity). OPERA achieved energy efficiency improvements 

through the adoption of all these three key elements. Indeed, the adoption of more powerful and energy 

efficient server nodes based on low power cartridges along with the large use of Linux containers allowed 

OPERA to achieve an improvement of 20x over the baseline infrastructure (i.e., 141.9 users weeks per 

kWh compared to 7 users week per kWh of baseline – see deliverable D7.9). 

An important aspect to consider, is that TOSCA file descriptor, as used in the OPERA ECRAE solution, is an 

enabler for achieving energy efficiency, by allowing ECRAE algorithms to make allocation decision of 

resources in an energy-aware perspective. As detailed in deliverable D5.7, we demonstrated the large 

energy efficiency gain due to the capability of ECRAE of properly allocating infrastructural resources by 

simulating larger workloads. In fact, containerized applications reported in this document generate small 

workloads (i.e., they instantiate few containers with respect to the number of available nodes and their 

relative computing capability) which are not able to allow ECRAE algorithms to generates solutions whose 

energy efficiency gain is really appreciable. Worth to note, that this is not a limitation of the used 

algorithms; indeed, the energy efficiency gain due to new hardware and Linux container adoption 

provides the largest fraction of energy efficiency gain with such very small workloads.  

Whenever the number of virtual machines and Linux containers becomes high compared to the number 

of available resources and their computing capability, energy-aware resource allocation algorithms make 

the difference in reducing the overall infrastructure energy(power) consumption. From this viewpoint, to 

show the capability of ECRAE (static and dynamic resource allocation) we simulated large workloads (also 

considering large infrastructures – see D5.7). Worth to note that we tuned simulated hardware resources 

in order to reproduce real hardware configurations (as also available in the CSI test bed). Similarly, 

workload composition (i.e., the mix of VMs/LCs to be launched) is tuned in such way to be representative 

of real applications. When compared with standard heuristics (First Fit and Best Fit) the energy efficiency 

gain achieved is up to 45.2% (simulating a mix of 1000 VMs/LCs on 500 nodes). Here, ECRAE algorithm 

(static allocation – see D5.9) receives the list of VMs/LCs to allocate, which is the results of the parsing of 

TOSCA file descriptions. Once VMs/LCs are allocated over the time, ECRAE dynamic allocation algorithm 

is used to provide a rebalanced and energy efficient allocation of VMs/LCs on the available resources. We 

demonstrated (through simulation) that we can achieve an average energy saving of 35% over the initial 

Best Fit allocation with 3000+ VMs/LCs over 1000 nodes. It is still worth to note that, although small 

workloads have been simulated (150 VMs/LCs), applications described in this document generated even 

smaller ones; in this case the difference between the two allocation (initial Best Fit and ECRAE) becomes 

not really appreciable.  

1.4 APPLICATION DESCRIPTORS 

For the deployment on OpenStack, the containerized applications have been described using TOSCA [1], 

a standard application description format published by Oasis. A TOSCA template is managed by the ECRAE 

orchestrator (as described in the previous section). The ECRAE orchestrator communicates with 

OpenStack through HEAT [2], the internal orchestrator of OpenStack. Since OpenStack can be configured 
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to natively support LXC, as shown in D5.8 section 3.2, the applications have been deployed as LXC 

containers. OpenStack provides only a subset of its features for instances deployed as LXC containers, so 

it was necessary to adapt the setup of the applications and the TOSCA template to the requirements of 

this specific deployment. Details can be found in D5.8 sections 2.2 and 2.3. 

1.5 APPLICATION OVERVIEW 

As part of the VDI use case, we have selected 3 sample applications which are representative of the work 

commonly done in a business office supported by a SaaS cloud environment. The following is a brief 

overview of the selected applications. 

1.5.1 OwnCloud 

The purpose of OwnCloud is to provide a storage service for files and documents. OwnCloud is composed 

of two main modules in a basic installation: a web server which provides the front-end for managing the 

application, and a database to store and manage data stored on the platform. Figure 3 shows the topology 

of the application, with a generic indication for the hosting nodes for the web front-end and the database. 

 

Figure 3 - OwnCloud architecture diagram 

1.5.2 OpenXchange 

Open Xchange is a web-based open source email, communication and collaboration suite. This suite can 

be set up as a service according the schema reported in Figure 4, where we have four different elements. 

As shown in Figure 4, the first element hosts both an Apache web server to dispatch incoming connections 

and serve static resources, and the application layer of Open Xchange based on OSGI platform. The other 

ones are the basic applications to guarantee the service: a MySQL database, a Postfix SMTP server and a 

Dovecot IMAP server. 
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Figure 4 - OpenXchange architecture diagram 

1.5.3 LibreOffice 

LibreOffice is a suite of Office Automation Applications (Calc, Write, Print, etc.). It is possible to set up 

LibreOffice as a service, starting from OwnCloud as an additional module. For this reason, the schema 

(reported in the following figure) is very similar to the one for OwnCloud, in fact the supplemental element 

is the Application Layer of LibreOffice, as shown in Figure 5. 

This plugin is a new development from the company called Collabora, which is intended to provide an 

open-source and free version of office automation tools, similar to Microsoft Office. 

 

Figure 5 - LibreOffice architecture diagram 
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2 PREPARING THE ENVIRONMENT 

The majority of the remainder of the document deals with the containerization of applications, and their 

management. It is written as a step-by-step guide which should be easy to follow by a system 

administrator who has experience installing such tools. These are in fact the documentation of the steps 

that we performed in order to deploy and test the containerized applications from the VDI use case. 

In the following sections, we describe the full steps used to containerize the OwnCloud and OpenXchange 

applications and deploy them. Other applications can follow this same general process, but some steps 

may be tuned as necessary to the specific case. 

The deployment of the containerized app is made up of several steps.  First, the containers must be built 

to hold each application component.  Then the components need to be installed in the containers.  Then 

the components need to be configured so the application can run. Finally, the networking needs to be set 

up so the application will be accessible from the outside world. 

2.1 DEFAULTS 

Throughout this document, we will assume these following values for the purpose of demonstration. In a 

real system you should replace these values with new ones of your choice. 

Field Name Value 

Container subnet 10.0.6.x/24 

OwnCloud administrator username admin 

OwnCloud administrator password pass1234 

Database administrator username 
oc-sql (for OwnCloud) 

ox-sql (for OpenXchange) 

Database administrator password pass1234 

OpenXchange administrator username oxadminmaster 

OpenXchange administrator password pass1234 

OpenXchange context admin 

username 
oxadmin 

OpenXchange context admin password pass1234 

Table 1 - Default parameter values for containerization 

2.2 OPERATING SYSTEM 

As agreed at the beginning of the project, we performed all installations and testing using Ubuntu 16.04 

(Xenial). We have tested on two different releases - 16.04.03 and 16.04.4. Since these projects are actively 

developed and maintained, these commands will likely also work on newer versions of Ubuntu (17, 18) as 

well as Debian. 

2.3 LXC/LXD 

The first step must be to set up LXD in the cluster, if this is a fresh installation. LXD must be setup once 

per physical host. There are several possible ways to install LXC. There are also several versions of LXC, 

which are not really interoperable (see section 1.2). Since our goal is to support container migration, we 

require the “new” style LXC, which is actually a front-end application for LXD. For production purposes, 

the recommended method is to install LXD from the supported package. On Ubuntu 16.04, use: 
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$ apt install lxd criu lxd-tools  

 

2.4 LXD SETUP 

After installing the packages, you will see some warning like this: 

 

The default LXD bridge, lxdbr0, comes unconfigured by default. 
Only limited HTTP connectivity through a PROXY will  be available. 
To go through the initial LXD configuration, run: l xd init  

That is indeed the first step. We should now configure LXD for its initial use: 

 

$ lxd init  

 

Setup up the backing store to be ‘dir’ (from a directory) and use an IPv4 subnet with NAT over a bridge. 

You can let the install script use the defaults for everything - it does a good job by itself. You do not need 

to set up an IPv6 network. 

 

Do you want to configure a new storage pool (yes/no ) [default=yes]? 
Name of the storage backend to use (dir or zfs) [de fault=dir]: 
Would you like LXD to be available over the network  (yes/no) 
[default=no]? 
Do you want t o configure the LXD bridge (yes/no) [default=yes]?  

 

2.5 MORE NETWORKING 

To have containers that can be migrated among hosts inside the cluster, there are additional networking 

steps that must be taken. There are two packet flows that must be configured. The first flow is for the 

outside world to have access to the application. Generally, this means setting up a firewall rule to allow 

incoming connections on the host machine, and to have those connections forwarded to the correct 

container that runs the web front-end (Apache). 

For the second flow (container-container communication within the cluster) It is necessary to build some 

kind of tunneled network. While this can be done manually by using tools such as OpenVSwitch [3], it is 

likely easier and more correct to use management software such as OpenStack or Kubernetes to help with 

the task. Kubernetes [4] is an open-source system for automating deployment, scaling, and management 

of containerized applications. These particular networking technologies and techniques are out of scope 

of this document, as we focus only on the motivation and mechanisms for containerization of the existing 

apps. The correct configuration of such networks is the focus of much cutting-edge research, which goes 

beyond the work done in OPERA. 

2.6 ECRAE-OPENSTACK SETUP 

The integration of developed setup in ECRAE-OpenStack is not trivial and requires some modifications. 

OpenStack doesn’t support LXD directly, but there is a plugin that does. To integrate the presented 

applications, a specific version of nova that supports LXC [5] has been installed in OpenStack environment. 

This module supports only a subset of the common OpenStack features. A complete list of supported and 

unsupported features can be found in D5.8 section 3.2.1. 
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3 CONTAINERIZATION OF OWNCLOUD 

3.1 CREATING THE CONTAINERS 

We originally wanted to follow the concept of creating a base image which contains all of the application 

components but is never used directly. This was supported in LXC by using a specialized layered file system 

called overlayFS. This kind of file system is not supported in LXD, so we cannot rely on the creation of base 

images in the same way. Therefore, it is most efficient to create and configure each container individually 

to hold only the components that it requires. 

To create each container, use lxc launch: 

 

$ lxc launch ubuntu:xenial OC-apache  
$ lxc launch ubuntu:xenial OC-mysql  
$ lxc launch ubuntu:xenial OC-ldap  
$ lxc launch ubuntu:xenial OC-nfs -c security.privi leged=true -c 
raw.apparmor="mount fstype=rpc_pipefs, mount fstype =nfsd,"  

 

The NFS container requires special permissions which are passed in as configuration options. That is 

because the NFS daemon requires the ability to mount a file system inside the container, which is 

forbidden by default. 

Check to make sure they were really created and started: 

 

$ lxc list  
+-----------+---------+-----------------+------+--- ---------+-----------+  
|   NAME    |  STATE  |       IPV4      | IPV6 |    TYPE    | SNAPSHOTS |  
+-----------+---------+-----------------+------+--- ---------+-----------+  
| OC-apache | RUNNING | 10.0.6.14 (eth0)|      | PE RSISTENT | 0         |  
+-----------+---------+-----------------+------+--- ---------+-----------+  
| OC-ldap   | RUNNING | 10.0.6.13 (eth0)|      | PE RSISTENT | 0         |  
+-----------+---------+-----------------+------+--- ---------+-----------+  
| OC-mysql  | RUNNING | 10.0.6.15 (eth0)|      | PE RSISTENT | 0         |  
+-----------+---------+-----------------+------+--- ---------+-----------+  
| OC-nfs    | RUNNING | 10.0.6.12 (eth0)|      | PE RSISTENT | 0         |  
+----------- +--------- +----------------- +------ +------------ +------- ---- + 

 

Make sure each image is updated to the latest packages: 

 

$ lxc exec OC- name bash  
$ apt update && apt upgrade  

 

3.2 INSTALLING APPLICATION COMPONENTS 

First, attach to the container, so we can modify it directly. Install the application components and 

supporting libraries from the package manager. For OwnCloud, that’s basically Apache, MariaDB and PHP. 

In addition, we will install NFS to store the data, and OpenLDAP for managing users. 

3.2.1 Apache 

$ lxc exec OC-apache bash  
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$ apt install -y apache2 libapache2-mod-php7.0 php7.0 -gd php7.0-json 
php7.0-mysql php7.0-curl php7.0-intl php7.0-mcrypt php-imagick php7.0-zip 
php7.0-xml php7.0-mbstring php-apcu php-redis redis -server php7.0-ldap 
php-smbclient  

 

Once Apache is installed in the container, a directory at /var/www  will be created, which is the default 

root for the HTTP server. We can place the OwnCloud application inside this directory for easy access by 

the web server. 

Leave the container and download the application source archive[link] to the host’s /tmp directory. Then 

uncompress it to the container’s file system - directly to the location required by the web server. This is a 

nice trick that is possible since we have a shared file system (at least, the host can see the container’s 

files): 

 

$ exit # to leave the container  
$ cd /tmp  
$ wget https://download.owncloud.org/community/ownc loud-10.0.6.tar.bz2  
$ cd /var/lib/lxd/containers/OC-apache/rootfs/var/w ww 
$ tar xf /tmp/owncloud-10.0.6.tar.bz2  

 

When Apache was installed, a user account called www-data  was created. The webserver account must 

be the owner of all of the OwnCloud data files: 

 

$ chown - R www- data:www - data /var/www/owncloud  

 

Create a new file called /etc/apache2/sites-available/owncloud.conf 

With these following contents: 

Alias /owncloud "/var/www/owncloud/"  
 
<Directory /var/www/owncloud/>  
  Options +FollowSymlinks  
  AllowOverride All  
 
 <IfModule mod_dav.c>  
  Dav off  
 </IfModule>  
 
 SetEnv HOME /var/www/owncloud  
 SetEnv HTTP_HOME /var/www/owncloud  
 
</Directory>  

 

Link the file to enable the site in Apache: 

 

$ ln -s /etc/apache2/sites-available/owncloud.conf /etc/apache2/sites-
enabled/owncloud.conf  
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Now enable some other options required by Apache: 

 

$ a2enmod rewrite  
$ a2enmod headers  

 

And optionally enable SSL. You may want to leave this step until later to make sure everything is working 

unsecurely first, since it is harder to debug with encrypted traffic: 

 

$ a2enmod ssl  
$ a2ensite default-ssl  

3.2.2 MariaDB 

Create the container as usual, and install the officially supported package: 

$ lxc exec OC-mysql bash  
$ apt install - y mariadb - server  

 

Create a database administrator account that can be used by OwnCloud, and create the OwnCloud 

database.  You should choose your own password, and not use the sample one below: 

 

$ mysql --user=root mysql  
> CREATE DATABASE IF NOT EXISTS owncloud;  
> GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON owncloud.* TO 'oc-sql'@'l ocalhost' IDENTIFIED 
BY 'pass1234' WITH GRANT OPTION;  
> GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON owncloud.* TO 'oc-sql'@'1 0.0.6.%' IDENTIFIED BY 
'pass1234' WITH GRANT OPTION;  
> exit  

 

MariaDB requires exposing the server to all networks (listening on 0.0.0.0): 

 

$ vi /etc/mysql/mariadb.conf.d/50-server.cnf  
# comment out or delete line with bind-address  
$ systemctl restart mysql  
$ exit  

 

All of the tables will be created when the setup script is run later. For now, that is all that needs to be 

done with the database. 

3.2.3 NFS 

NFS (network file server) allows remote access to files. 

 

$ apt install - y nfs - kernel - server  
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Create a new directory that will be used to hold the OwnCloud data. For example, you could put it in 

/var/owncloud . Edit the file /etc/exports  to export this directory using NFS. Use the regular tools such 

as exportfs -ra   to re-read the /etc/exports  file, and prepare it for use. 

You can now mount this directory in the OC-apache container. 

3.2.4 LDAP 

LDAP (lightweight directory access protocol) is used for centralized management of user accounts, 

authentication and directories. 

 

$ lxc exec OC-ldap bash  
$ apt install -y slapd ldap-utils  

 

There are several additional steps that must be taken to configure LDAP, but these are particular to your 

organization. You can follow an online guide to configuring LDAP, such as How to Install and Configure 

OpenLDAP [6]. 

3.2.5 Final Installation Steps 

As a final step, you should secure the MariaDB installation by running the script 

‘mysql_secure_installation’  inside the OC-mysql container. For a secure installation, answer all 

questions with ‘yes’, and follow the instructions. You can do so from the command line of the host like 

this: 

$ lxc exec OC-mysql mysql_secure_installation  

 

3.3 OWNCLOUD CONFIGURATION 

Now run the setup script that will create the database tables, and prepare OwnCloud for the first usage. 

This of course should use the same database account (username & password) that you set up in the 

previous step: 

 

$ lxc exec OC-apache bash  
$ cd /var/www/owncloud/  
$ sudo -u www-data php occ maintenance:install \  
   --database "mysql" --database-name "owncloud" \  
   --database-host "OC-mysql" \  
   --database-user "oc-sql" --database-pass "pass12 34" \  
   --admin-user "admin" --admin-pass "pass1234"  

 

If everything works, you will get a message like this: 

 

ownCloud was successfully installed  

 

After the initial setup, you will have to add the host (name or IP address) as a trusted domain inside 

OwnCloud so the service will be available from outside of the container. Modify the file 

/var/www/owncloud/config/config.php , and find an array element called ‘trusted_domains’.  Add the 

host IP address like this: 
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'trusted_domains' =>  
  array (  
    0 => 'localhost',  
    1 => '172.25.6.87' # our container host  
  ),  

 

In the same file, you will also want to set up the name of the container that contains the database server. 

If you are running on LXD (as we assume in this guide) then that host name will resolve to an IP address. 

You can always test by pinging the name. 

 

'dbhost' => 'OC - mysql',  

 

3.4 NETWORK CONFIGURATION 

The default networking configuration allows containers to access the outside world over the host’s 

network through NAT and a bridge. However, to allow the outside world to access the container requires 

additional configuration. When containers start, they use DHCP by default to get an IP address in a pre-

assigned range. A high-level manager (i.e. OpenStack or Kubernetes) may set the IP address for you, or 

provide additional configuration options. You may also prefer to configure it manually. In any case, you 

will want to set the web server’s address to a known value (so it gets the same value from DHCP after 

every reboot) so that we can set up forwarding to a known address. Use iptables to set up port forwarding 

from the host to the container with the web server: 

 

$ iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i eth0  -p tcp -m tcp --dport 80 -j DNAT 
--to-destination 10.0.6.14 :80  

 

Where ‘eth0’ is the name of the interface (as shown by ifconfig ) that is connected to the outside world 

(where the requests will be coming from), and 10.0.6.14 is the IP address of the web server. This rule 

means every time a request comes in to the host machine on TCP port 80, the host will pass it along 

(forward it) to the destination machine, also at port 80. 

One drawback of iptables is that the configuration is lost at each reboot. In order to make this 

configuration permanent, you can install a standard package that takes care of this for you, such as 

iptables-persistent. If you choose to do so, you can follow a guide such as this one [7] for correct 

installation. 

3.5 INTEGRATION WITH ECRAE-OPENSTACK ENVIRONMENT 

The containerized version of OwnCloud presented in this section, requires some specific actions that are 

not supported by nova-lxc. In particular, is not possible to change security privileges and to mount any 

external partition to the container. The result is that it is not possible to create OC-ldap  and OC-nfs  

containers to host the owncloud data. For this reason, is has been necessary to merge OC-ldap  and OC-

nfs  with the OC-apache  container. The owncloud app in OpenStack environment consists of 2 containers, 

one with the web server and the owncloud data and the second one with the mysql database. 

Furthermore, this NOVA version does not support the snapshot feature, so it is not possible to make 

snapshot of the configured container and also not possible to start a container from a configured 

snapshot. To cope with this problem, the HEAT template used to deploy the OwnCloud application 
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provides a section with bash scripts that runs at boot of each container and configures the specific part of 

the application. More details can be found in D5.8. 
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4 CONTAINERIZATION OF OPENXCHANGE 

OpenXchange is a mail transfer and access server. It is deployed as a set of three containers; one for the 

email server, one for the database, and the third for the application logic (and web server). 

4.1 CREATING THE CONTAINERS 

To create each container, use lxc launch: 

 

$ lxc launch ubuntu:xenial OX-email  
$ lxc launch ubuntu:xenial OX-mysql  
$ lxc launch ubuntu:xenial OX - app  

 

4.1.1 Postfix 

We are using more than one mail server but putting them both in the same container. Postfix is a mail 

transfer agent (MTA) that routes and delivers email. Dovecot is an IMAP and POP3 server that can run on 

top of Postfix that is used to retrieve the messages on behalf of the end user. 

 

$ lxc exec OX-email bash  

 

Install the packages. During the installation of postfix, choose “Internet Site” and then follow the 

instructions in the following step. 

 

$ apt update && apt -y upgrade && apt -y autoremove  
$ apt install openjdk-8-jdk postfix sasl2-bin dovec ot-imapd dovecot-pop3d  

 
The installation of the postfix package will ask some questions as part of the post-install configuration: 

Choose: “Internet Site”  
• Set System mail name: “OC-email.lxd” 
• Set <admin_user_name> 
• Domain names: “$myhostname, OC-email.lxd, localhost .lxd, , 

localhost” 

• Force synchronous updates on mail queue?: Yes 
• Local networks: 127.0.0.0/8 
• Mailbox size limit (bytes): 0 

• Local address extension character: + 
• Internet protocols to use: all 

 

After which, you must set some additional configuration parameters manually: 

 

$ postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_local_domain =' 
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_auth_enable = yes'  
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_security_options = noanon ymous'  
$ postconf -e 'broken_sasl_auth_clients = yes'  
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_recipient_restrictions = 
permit_sasl_authenticated,permit_mynetworks,reject_ unauth_destination'  
$ postconf -e 'inet_interfaces = all'  
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$ postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_type = dovecot'  
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_path = private/auth'  

 

Create the file /etc/postfix/sasl/smtpd.conf , and add these lines: 

 

pwcheck_method: saslauthd  
mech_list: plain login  

 

Follow these steps to generate the server keys: 

 

$ openssl genrsa 1024 > smtpd.key  
$ openssl req -new -key smtpd.key -x509 -days 3650 -out smtpd.crt  
$ openssl req -new -x509 -extensions v3_ca -keyout cakey.pem -out 
cacert.pem -days 3650  
$ chmod 600 smtpd.key  
$ mv smtpd.key cakey.pem /etc/ssl/private/  
$ mv smtpd.crt cacert.pem /etc/ssl/certs/  

 

Configure Postfix to use TLS encryption for both incoming and outgoing mail, and then reset the server: 

 

$ postconf -e 'smtp_tls_security_level = may' 
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_security_level = may' 
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_auth_only = no' 
$ postconf -e 'smtp_tls_note_starttls_offer = yes' 
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_key_file = /etc/ssl/privat e/smtpd.key' 
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_cert_file = /etc/ssl/certs /smtpd.crt' 
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_CAfile = /etc/ssl/certs/ca cert.pem' 
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_loglevel = 1' 
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_received_header = yes' 
$ postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_session_cache_timeout = 36 00s' 
$ postconf -e 'tls_random_source = dev:/dev/urandom ' 
$ postconf -e 'myhostname = OC-email.lxd'  
$ systemctl restart postfix  

 

Configure Postfix to use SASL for SMTP authentication. 

Edit the file /etc/default/saslauthd , by modifying these lines: 

 

START=yes 
OPTIONS="-c -m /var/spool/postfix/var/run/saslauthd "  

 

And adding some more: 

 

PWDIR="/var/spool/postfix/var/run/saslauthd"  
PARAMS="-m ${PWDIR}"  
PIDFILE="${PWDIR}/saslauthd.pid"  
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$ dpkg-statoverride --force --update --add root sas l 755 
/var/spool/postfix/var/run/saslauthd  

 

This will give you a warning like the following, but you can safely ignore it. 

dpkg-statoverride: warning: --update given but /var /spool/postfix/var/run/saslauthd 
does not exist 

Start the service: 

$ ln -s /etc/default/saslauthd /etc/saslauthd 
$ systemctl start saslauthd  
$ chmod o+w /var/mail  

4.1.2 Dovecot 

Edit /etc/dovecot/dovecot.conf . Add this line to the end of the file. 

mail_location = mbox:~/mail:INBOX=/var/mail/%u  

 

And uncomment this line to be able to access the server from outside the container: 

listen = *, ::  

 

Restart the service: 

$ systemctl restart dovecot  
$ exit  

4.1.3 MySQL 

This is very similar to the MariaDB installation described in the OwnCloud installation (section 3.2.2). In 

fact, MariaDB was forked from the MySQL repository and built as a drop-in replacement for MySQL. Install 

the server, and start it. 

 

$ lxc exec OX-mysql bash  
$ apt update && apt -y upgrade && apt -y autoremove  
$ apt install -y mariadb-server  
$ systemctl start mysql  

 

Create the database: 

 

$ mysql_install_db  
 
Or (if you are using mysql) 

$ mysqld --initialize  

 

Log in, and grant access for the remote and local database user (and remote root user), changing the IP 

address to match the correct one for your OX-app container (or use the container name): 
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$ mysql -uroot  
[mysql]> GRANT CREATE, LOCK TABLES, REFERENCES, IND EX, DROP, DELETE, 
ALTER, SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, CREATE TEMPORARY TAB LES, SHOW VIEW, SHOW 
DATABASES ON *.* TO 'ox-sql'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED  BY 'pass1234' WITH 
GRANT OPTION; 
[mysql]> GRANT CREATE, LOCK TABLES, REFERENCES, IND EX, DROP, DELETE, 
ALTER, SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, CREATE TEMPORARY TAB LES, SHOW VIEW, SHOW 
DATABASES ON *.* TO 'ox-sql'@'10.0.6.%' IDENTIFIED BY 'pass1234' WITH 
GRANT OPTION; 
[mysql]> GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO 'root'@'10. 0.6.%' IDENTIFIED BY 
'pass1234' WITH GRANT OPTION;  

 

As shown during the OwnCloud installation instructions, MariaDB requires exposing the server to all 

networks (listening on 0.0.0.0): 

 

$ vi /etc/mysql/mariadb.conf.d/50-server.cnf  
# comment out or delete line with bind-address  
$ systemctl restart mysql  
$ exit  

4.1.4 Application 

The OpenXchange application can be installed from Ubuntu packages, but they are not found in the official 

Ubuntu repositories. That means the first step is to add the open-xchange repository and corresponding 

public key so we can download the packages. 

 

$ lxc exec OX-app bash  
$ wget http://software.open-xchange.com/oxbuildkey. pub -O - | apt-key add 
-  
$ cat << EOF >> /etc/apt/sources.list.d/open-xchang e.list  
deb http://software.open-
xchange.com/products/appsuite/stable/appsuiteui/Deb ianJessie/ / 
deb http://software.open-
xchange.com/products/appsuite/stable/backend/Debian Jessie/ /  
EOF 
$ apt update && apt -y upgrade && apt -y autoremove  

 

Now that Ubuntu knows about an additional repository that it can install packages from, we can install 

the application packages, and add the executables to the path. It is very important to install the Java JDK 

before any other package. If not, OpenXchange will install a version of Java by default, which may not 

work correctly with the installation scripts. 

 

$ apt install -y openjdk-8-jdk open-xchange open-xc hange-authentication-
database open-xchange-grizzly open-xchange-admin op en-xchange-appsuite 
open-xchange-appsuite-backend open-xchange-appsuite -manifest   
$ echo PATH=$PATH:/opt/open-xchange/sbin/ >> ~/.bas hrc && . ~/.bashrc  

 

Initialize the configuration database by running the configuration script. This runs as root (of the 

database), and so the database must have been configured to allow remote root access (see the MySQL 

installation instructions above): 
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$ initconfigdb --configdb-pass=pass1234 --configdb- user=ox-sql -a --
mysql-root-passwd=pass1234 --configdb-host=OX-mysql  

 

Run the installer to set up the main Java app. Make sure to specify the name (or IP address) of the 

container running the configdb database (same as --configdb-host  in the previous step): 

 

$ oxinstaller --no-license --servername=oxserver -- configdb-user=ox-sql -
-configdb-pass=pass1234  --master-pass=pass1234 --n etwork-listener-host=* 
--servermemory 2048 --configdb-readhost=OX-mysql -- configdb-writehost=OX-
mysql 
$ systemctl restart open-xchange  

 

Edit  /opt/open-xchange/etc/mail.properties  to set loginSource, if necessary. Replace OC-email.lxd 

with name of actual mail server and/or transport server. 

 

com.openexchange.mail.mailServerSource=global 
com.openexchange.mail.transportServerSource=global 
com.openexchange.mail.mailServer=OC-email.lxd  
com.openexchange.mail.mailStartTls=true  
com.openexchange.mail.transportServer=OC-email.lxd 
com.openexchange.mail.transportStartTls=true  

 

Next, we have to register the local server at the Open-Xchange configdb database. This is required so that 

OpenXchange is aware of all of the instances of servers in the cluster: 

$ registerserver -n oxserver -A oxadminmaster -P pa ss1234  

 

Create a local directory that should be used as Open-Xchange filestore. 

$ mkdir /var/opt/filestore 
$ chown open-xchange:open-xchange /var/opt/filestor e 
$ registerfilestore -A oxadminmaster -P pass1234 -t  
file:/var/opt/filestore -s 1000000  

 

Register the groupware database: 

$ registerdatabase -A oxadminmaster -P pass1234 --n ame oxdatabase --
hostname OX-mysql --dbuser ox-sql --dbpasswd pass12 34 --master true  

 

In the app container, create a new context. This can take a while (about 1 minute). 

$ createcontext -A oxadminmaster -P pass1234 -c 1 - u oxadmin -d "Context 
Admin" -g Admin -s User -p pass1234 -L defaultconte xt -e 
oxadmin@example.com -q 1024 --access-combination-na me=groupware_standard  
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Restart the service to make sure all changes are taken: 

$ systemctl restart open - xcha nge  

 

4.2 WEBSERVER 

As is common in such LAMP applications, OpenXchange uses Apache as the web server. Configure the 

Apache webserver and the mod_proxy_http module to access the groupware frontend. 

$ a2enmod proxy proxy_http proxy_balancer expires d eflate headers rewrite 
mime setenvif lbmethod_byrequests  

 

Create the file /etc/apache2/conf-available/proxy_http.conf  with the contents of Appendix A. 

Modify /etc/apache2/sites-enabled/000-default.conf  to enable access to the app: 

<VirtualHost *:80> 
       ServerAdmin webmaster@localhost 
 
       DocumentRoot /var/www/html 
       <Directory /var/www/html> 
               Options Indexes FollowSymLinks Multi Views 
               AllowOverride None 
               Order allow,deny 
               allow from all 
               RedirectMatch ^/$ /appsuite/ 
       </Directory> 
 
       <Directory /var/www/html/appsuite> 
               Options None +SymLinksIfOwnerMatch 
               AllowOverride Indexes FileInfo 
       </Directory> 
</VirtualHost>  

 

Enable the proxy configuration: 

$ a2enconf proxy_http.conf  

 
After the configuration is done, restart the Apache web server: 

$ systemctl restart apache2  
$ exit  

 

4.3 NETWORKING 

As detailed in section 2.5, we must set up the network flow to allow requests from external clients to be 

handled by the application. This is done by setting up NAT (network address translation) on the host which 

will forward incoming requests to the container that we specify. Exit the container back to the host. Set 

up NAT translation on host to forward connections to the app container (OX-app) by using iptables. Here, 

we use port 8003 as the incoming TCP port number, but you can of course use a different number: 

$ lxc list OX-app  
$ iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i eth0 -p tcp -m t cp --dport 8003 -j 
DNAT --to-destination 10.0.6.xxx:80  
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4.4 CREATING USERS 

Create users in OpenXchange, matching user name and password from the mail server. If you have a lot 

of users to manage, it may make sense to use LDAP to manage them across the cluster as described in the 

OwnCloud setup section 3.2.4. No matter which method you use to manage the users, you must run the 

following command for each user in OpenXchange as well: 

 

$ lxc exec OX-app bash  
$ createuser -c 1 -A oxadmin -P pass1234 -u testuse r1 -d "Test User1" -g 
Test -s User -p secret1 -e testuser1 --imaplogin te stuser1 --imapserver 
OC-email --smtpserver OC-email  
$ exit  

 

4.5 SECURITY 

As a final (optional) step, return to the database container, and set it to be secure.  

$ lxc exec OX-mysql bash  
$ mysql_secure_installation  
$ exit  

 

If you want to secure your Apache setup via HTTPS (which is highly recommended) or if you have proxies 

in front of your Apache please follow the instructions at: Grizzly configuration [8]. 

4.6 INTEGRATION WITH ECRAE-OPENSTACK ENVIRONMENT 

The containerized version of OpenXchange does not require particular modification to run in the 

OpenStack environment. The number of containers and their structure remain unchanged also in the 

OpenStack setup. As in the case of OwnCloud integration, it was necessary to provide a way to setup the 

OpenXchange environment from scratch. In this case OpenXchange requires some changes to the 

configuration instructions provided in this section. 

In particular, following changes are needed: 

• Avoid the dpkg-reconfigure postfix command 

• Change the key and certificate creation 

Create a configuration file for openssl called operaconf.conf 

Add the following lines (but replace the highlighted fields with your own values): 

# OpenSSL configuration to generate a new key with signing requst for a 
x509v3  
# multidomain certificate 
# 
# openssl req -config bla.cnf -new | tee csr.pem 
# or 
# openssl req -config bla.cnf -new -out csr.pem 
[ req ] 
default_bits       = 4096 
default_md         = sha512 
default_keyfile    = key.pem 
prompt             = no 
encrypt_key        = no 
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# base request 
distinguished_name = req_distinguished_name 
 
# extensions 
req_extensions     = v3_req 
 
# distinguished_name 
[ req_distinguished_name ] 
countryName            = " DE"                     # C= 
stateOrProvinceName    = " Hessen "                 # ST= 
localityName           = " Keller "                 # L= 
postalCode             = " 424242 "                 # L/postalcode= 
streetAddress          = " Crater 1621 "            # L/street= 
organizationName       = " apfelboymschule "        # O= 
organizationalUnitName = " IT Department "          # OU= 
commonName             = " example.com "            # CN= 
emailAddress           = " webmaster@example.com "  # CN/emailAddress= 
 
# req_extensions 
[ v3_req ] 
# The subject alternative name extension allows var ious literal values to 
be  
# included in the configuration file 
# http://www.openssl.org/docs/apps/x509v3_config.ht ml 
subjectAltName  = DNS:www.example.com,DNS:www2.example.com  # multidomain 
certificate 
 

 
[ v3_ca ]  
  

run the command: openssl req -config operaconf.conf -new -key smtpd.key -x509 -days 3650 -out 
smtpd.crt  
run the command: openssl req -config operaconf.conf -new -x509 -extensions v3_ca -keyout cakey.pem 
-out cacert.pem -days 3650k  
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5 CONTAINERIZATION OF LIBREOFFICE 

There are two versions of LibreOffice. The original version is a single user edition which is basically a 

Microsoft Word clone [9]. While it is possible to containerize such an application, it does not make much 

sense in running it in a cloud environment. To do so, the backend (server) must run an instance of 

LibreOffice for each client, and make that instance accessible over a protocol such as X-Windows or RDP 

(remote desktop). It was shown in D7.7 that the SaaS solution consumes considerably less power than the 

traditional remote desktop solution. In addition to power draw, there are additional drawbacks to the 

traditional solutions. The main problem with a setup like X-Windows is security, as there is little or no 

authentication of the session when it is established. When using RDP, the main problem is network traffic. 

It is possible to encrypt each RDP session, but the entire window must be redrawn at the client for each 

frame, which makes such sessions clumsy and frustrating for the user. For those reasons (and more), the 

LibreOffice team decided to release a multi-user version. 

During the course of the project, the cloud version was conceived which they call LibreOffice Online [10] 

[11]. As of September 2018, the project has just entered the beta testing phase, and a development 

version is available from their wiki called Collabora Online Development Edition (CODE). This project is 

still a bit unstable, and requires a large effort to download, build and deploy. We believe much of this 

effort will go away once an official version is released. So while we anticipate the release of this new 

application, we believe it is not worthwhile to deploy it yet, given its immature state. 

What is interesting to note however, is that this application comes pre-containerized. The authors have 

built in containerization as part of the build process, and the result is a single Docker container with the 

application installed. We believe that in time, this will progress to the point of having several containers, 

which will aid in scaling the application for a dynamic number of users in a given installation. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated a method of preparing legacy applications for deployment in a SaaS/PaaS 

environment. By doing so, we may benefit from power-aware scheduling algorithms in the cluster. To take 

advantage of such advanced features, we must decompose the application into smaller components, and 

containerize each component. 

The effort required for containerization is quite small and is not much more difficult than a normal bare-

metal deployment. The additional effort is largely due to the more complicated networking setup, which 

is in part, mitigated by improving technology in Kubernetes and OpenStack to aid in setting up such 

distributed L2 networks across multiple hosts. 

Once the components are properly containerized and deployed, we can then gain the benefits of a cloud 

environment. The foremost benefits include cluster management such as power-aware scheduling 

algorithms. With the deployment of our containerized legacy applications, we can rely on the power-

aware management component of the cloud management software to efficiently schedule the 

components on the optimal servers. This includes load balancing at runtime by migrate the components 

independently on heterogeneous servers inside the data center. 

We have realized these benefits by deploying the containerized applications from the VDI on the CSI test 

bed. Through CSI’s measurements, we have seen a large potential for energy savings that can be realized 

with a properly constructed power-aware management service. These savings would directly translate in 

to OPEX (operating expense) cost reductions for the data center, when on-premise or owned by a public 

cloud operator. 
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8 APPENDIX A: PROXY HTTP 

 

<IfModule mod_proxy_http.c> 
   ProxyRequests Off 
   ProxyStatus On 
   # When enabled, this option will pass the Host: line from the incoming request 
to the proxied host. 
   ProxyPreserveHost On 
   # Please note that the servlet path to the soap API has changed: 
   <Location /webservices> 
       # restrict access to the soap provisioning A PI 
       Order Deny,Allow 
       Deny from all 
       Allow from 127.0.0.1 
       # you might add more ip addresses / networks  here 
       # Allow from 192.168 10 172.16 
   </Location> 
  
   # The old path is kept for compatibility reasons  
   <Location /servlet/axis2/services> 
       Order Deny,Allow 
       Deny from all 
       Allow from 127.0.0.1 
   </Location> 
    
   # Enable the balancer manager mentioned in 
   # 
http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.php?title=AppSuite:Ru nning_a_cluster#Updating_a_Clust
er 
   <IfModule mod_status.c> 
     <Location /balancer-manager> 
       SetHandler balancer-manager 
       Order Deny,Allow 
       Deny from all 
       Allow from 127.0.0.1 
     </Location> 
   </IfModule> 
    
   <Proxy balancer://oxcluster> 
       Order deny,allow 
       Allow from all 
       # multiple server setups need to have the ho stname inserted instead 
localhost 
       BalancerMember http://localhost:8009 timeout =100 smax=0 ttl=60 retry=60 
loadfactor=50 route=APP1 
       # Enable and maybe add additional hosts runn ing OX here 
       # BalancerMember http://oxhost2:8009 timeout =100 smax=0 ttl=60 retry=60 
loadfactor=50 route=APP2 
      ProxySet stickysession=JSESSIONID|jsessionid scolonpathdelim=On 
      SetEnv proxy-initial-not-pooled 
      SetEnv proxy-sendchunked 
   </Proxy> 
    
   # The standalone documentconverter(s) within you r setup (if installed) 
   # Make sure to restrict access to backends only 
   # See: http://httpd.apache.org/docs/$YOUR_VERSIO N/mod/mod_authz_host.html#allow 
for more infos 
   #<Proxy balancer://oxcluster_docs> 
   #    Order Deny,Allow 
   #    Deny from all 
   #    Allow from backend1IP 
   #    BalancerMember http://converter_host:8009 t imeout=100 smax=0 ttl=60 
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retry=60 loadfactor=50 keepalive=On route=APP3 
   #    ProxySet stickysession=JSESSIONID|jsessioni d scolonpathdelim=On 
   #    SetEnv proxy-initial-not-pooled 
   #    SetEnv proxy-sendchunked 
   #</Proxy> 
   # Define another Proxy Container with different timeout for the sync clients. 
Microsoft recommends a minimum value of 15 minutes.  
   # Setting the value lower than the one defined a s 
com.openexchange.usm.eas.ping.max_heartbeat in eas. properties will lead to 
connection 
   # timeouts for clients.  See http://support.micr osoft.com/?kbid=905013 for 
additional information. 
   # 
   # NOTE for Apache versions < 2.4: 
   # When using a single node system or using Balan cerMembers that are assigned to 
other balancers please add a second hostname for th at 
   # Balancer Member's IP so Apache can treat it as additional Ba lancerMember with a 
different timeout. 
   # 
   # Example from /etc/hosts: 127.0.0.1 localhost l ocalhost_sync 
   # 
   # Alternatively select one or more hosts of your  cluster to be restricted to 
handle only eas/usm requests 
   <Proxy balancer://eas_oxcluster> 
      Order deny,allow 
      Allow from all 
      # multiple server setups need to have the hos tname inserted instead localhost  
      BalancerMember http://localhost_sync:8009 tim eout=1900 smax=0 ttl=60 retry=60 
loadfactor=50 route=APP1 
      # Enable and maybe add additional hosts runni ng OX here 
      # BalancerMember http://oxhost2:8009 timeout= 1900  smax=0 ttl=60 retry=60 
loadfactor=50 route=APP2 
      ProxySet stickysession=JSESSIONID|jsessionid scolonpathdelim=On 
      SetEnv proxy-initial-not-pooled 
      SetEnv proxy-sendchunked 
   </Proxy> 
    
   # When specifying additional mappings via the Pr oxyPass directive be aware that 
the first matching rule wins. Overlapping urls of 
   # mappings have to be ordered from longest URL t o shortest URL. 
   #  
   # Example: 
   #   ProxyPass /ajax      balancer://oxcluster_wi th_100s_timeout/ajax 
   #   ProxyPass /ajax/test balancer://oxcluster_wi th_200s_timeout/ajax/test 
   # 
   # Requests to /ajax/test would have a timeout of  100s instead of 200s  
   #    
   # See: 
   # - http://httpd.apache.org/docs/current/mod/mod _proxy.html#proxypass Ordering 
ProxyPass Directives 
   # - http://httpd.apache.org/docs/current/mod/mod _proxy.html#workers Worker 
Sharing 
   ProxyPass /ajax balancer://oxcluster/ajax 
   ProxyPass /appsuite/api balancer://oxcluster/aja x 
   ProxyPass /drive balancer://oxcluster/drive 
   ProxyPass /infostore balancer://oxcluster/infost ore 
   ProxyPass /publications balancer://oxcluster/pub lications 
   ProxyPass /realtime balancer://oxcluster/realtim e 
   ProxyPass /servlet balancer://oxcluster/servlet 
   ProxyPass /webservices balancer://oxcluster/webs ervices 
 
   #ProxyPass /documentconverterws balancer://oxclu ster_docs/documentconverterws 
  
   ProxyPass /usm-json balancer://eas_oxcluster/usm -json 
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   ProxyPass /Microsoft-Server-ActiveSync balancer: //eas_oxcluster/Microsoft-
Server-ActiveSync 
 
</IfModule>  
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9 APPENDIX B: TROUBLESHOOTING 

Here are some common problems you may run into, and ways to solve them. 

 

Problem Can’t install package 

Symptom root@OX-mysql:~# apt install -y mariadb-server  
Reading package lists... Done 
Building dependency tree 
Reading state information... Done 
E: Unable to locate package mariadb - server  

Solution Get the latest package list 
root@OX-mysql:~# apt update  

 

Problem Can’t run a container 

Symptom WARN     lxc_apparmor - lsm/apparmor.c:apparmor_pro cess_label_set:218 - 
Incomplete AppArmor support in your kernel  

Solution This means you are missing CONFIG_SECURITY_APPARMOR_UNCONFINED_INIT=y in your 
kernel. Either use a different kernel (an Ubuntu release kernel shouldn’t have this 
problem), or add lxc.aa_allow_incomplete = 1  to your configuration file. 

 

Problem Mysql_install_db fails 

Symptom Installation of system tables failed!  Examine the logs in  
/var/lib/mysql for more information.  

Solution Create the user account manually. 
> mysqld --skip-grant-tables --general-log &  
> mysql -u root mysql  
MariaDB[]> create user ‘ox-sql’;  
Now you can continue with granting permissions as usual. 

 

Problem Java command fails 

Symptom I  

Solution Check the log file to see what’s happening: /var/log/open-xchange/open-xchange.log.0 
 
Make sure the database username & password (used in oxinstall) are correct and match 
those used when creating the database. 

 

Problem createcontext fails 

Symptom context 1 could not be created: 
Server response: 
 No suitable database available to complete the ope ration. Please ensure 
registered databases are reachable and their schema s have enough capacity 
left and are up-to-date.  

Solution Check the log file to see what’s happening: /var/log/open-xchange/open-xchange.log.0 
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Make sure the database username & password (used in oxinstall) are correct and match 
those used when creating the database. 
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10 APPENDIX C: TOSCA DESCRIPTION FILE (OPENXCHANGE) 

 

tosca_definitions_version: tosca_simple_yaml_1_0 
 
description: > 
  TODO. 
 
node_types: 
  tosca.nodes.opera.volume_lxc: 
    derived_from: tosca.nodes.BlockStorage 
    properties: 
      image:  
        type: string 
  tosca.nodes.opera.compute_lxc: 
    derived_from: tosca.nodes.Compute 
    properties: 
      key_name: 
        type: string 
      tag: 
        type: string 
      name: 
        type: string 
      block_device_mapping: 
        type: string 
      user_data_format: 
        type: string 
      user_data: 
        type: string 
relationship_types: 
  MyAttachesTo: 
    derived_from: tosca.relationships.DependsOn 
    properties: 
      location: 
        type: string 
        default: /default_location 
 
topology_template: 
  inputs: 
    proxy_server:  
      type: string 
      description: Proxy server url 
      default: http://172.25.7.10:3128 
    db_name: 
      default: owncloud 
      description: Owncloud database name 
      type: string 
    db_password: 
      default: pass1 
      description: The Owncloud database admin acco unt password 
      type: string 
    db_root_password: 
      default: pass1 
      description: Root password for MySQL 
      type: string 
    db_username: 
      default: owncloud 
      description: The Owncloud database admin acco unt username 
      type: string 
    cpus: 
      type: integer 
      description: Number of CPUs for the server. 
      default: 1 
      constraints: 
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        - valid_values: [ 1, 2, 4, 8 ] 
  node_templates: 
    heat-volume-OX-mysql: 
      type: tosca.nodes.opera.volume_lxc 
      properties: 
        size: 20 GB 
        image: ubuntu16-lxc-heat 
    heat-volume-OX-email: 
      type: tosca.nodes.opera.volume_lxc 
      properties: 
        size: 20 GB 
        image: ubuntu16-lxc-heat 
    heat-volume-OX-app: 
      type: tosca.nodes.opera.volume_lxc 
      properties: 
        size: 20 GB 
        image: ubuntu16-lxc-heat 
    heat-lxc-OX-mysql: 
      type: tosca.nodes.opera.compute_lxc 
      properties: 
        name: heat-lxc-OX-mysql 
        tag: container 
        key_name: ismb 
        block_device_mapping: "[device_name: vda, v olume_id: {get_resource: heat-
volume-OX-mysql}, delete_on_termination : 'true']" 
        user_data_format: RAW 
        user_data: | 
          str_replace:  
            template: | 
              #!/bin/bash -v 
              # Setup Proxy 
              export http_proxy="$proxy_server" 
              export https_proxy="$proxy_server" 
              echo "127.0.1.1" $HOSTNAME | sudo tee  --append /etc/hosts 
              # Sudo commands to install mariadb se rver 
              sudo rm /var/lib/apt/lists/* -vf  
              sudo -E apt-get update -y  
              sudo -E DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractiv e apt-get -y install mariadb-
server  
              #systemctl start mysql 
              mysql_install_db 
              sudo mysql --user=root mysql << EOF 
              GRANT CREATE, LOCK TABLES, REFERENCES , INDEX, DROP, DELETE, ALTER, 
SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, CREATE TEMPORARY TABLES, SH OW VIEW, SHOW DATABASES ON *.* 
TO 'ox-sql'@'localhost' IDENTIFIED BY 'pass1234' WI TH GRANT OPTION; 
              GRANT CREATE, LOCK TABLES, REFERENCES , INDEX, DROP, DELETE, ALTER, 
SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT, CREATE TEMPORARY TABLES, SH OW VIEW, SHOW DATABASES ON *.* 
TO 'ox-sql'@'10.0.6.%' IDENTIFIED BY 'pass1234' WIT H GRANT OPTION; 
              GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON *.* TO 'root' @'10.0.6.%' IDENTIFIED BY 
'pass1234' WITH GRANT OPTION; 
              EXIT 
              EOF 
              # Listen on every network interface 
              sudo sed -i 's/127.0.0.1/0.0.0.0/' /e tc/mysql/mariadb.conf.d/50-
server.cnf 
              sudo systemctl restart mysql 
              exit 0 
            params: 
              $proxy_server: {get_param: proxy_serv er} 
              $db_name: {get_param: db_name} 
              $db_username: {get_param: db_username } 
              $db_password: {get_param: db_password } 
      requirements: 
        - local_storage: 
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            node: heat-volume-OX-mysql 
            relationship: storage_attachesto_mysql 
      capabilities: 
        host: 
          properties: 
              disk_size: 10 GB 
              num_cpus: { get_input: cpus } 
              mem_size: 4096 kB 
    heat-lxc-OX-email: 
      type: tosca.nodes.opera.compute_lxc 
      properties: 
        name: heat-lxc-OX-email 
        tag: container 
        key_name: ismb 
        block_device_mapping: "[device_name: vda, v olume_id: {get_resource: heat-
volume-OX-email}, delete_on_termination : 'true']" 
        user_data_format: RAW 
        user_data: | 
          str_replace:  
            template: | 
              #!/bin/bash -v 
              # Setup Proxy 
              export http_proxy="$proxy_server" 
              export https_proxy="$proxy_server" 
              echo "127.0.1.1" $HOSTNAME | sudo tee  --append /etc/hosts 
              sudo rm /var/lib/apt/lists/* -vf  
              sudo -E apt-get update -y  
              until sudo -E DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninte ractive apt-get -y -f install  
openjdk-8-jdk postfix sasl2-bin dovecot-imapd dovec ot-pop3d ; do 
                echo Error installing required pack ages, try again after 1 
seconds... 
                sleep 1 
              done 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_local_domain =' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_auth_enable =  yes' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_security_opti ons = noanonymous' 
              postconf -e 'broken_sasl_auth_clients  = yes' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_recipient_restrict ions = 
permit_sasl_authenticated,permit_mynetworks,reject_ unauth_destination' 
              postconf -e 'inet_interfaces = all' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_type = doveco t' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_sasl_path = privat e/auth' 
              sudo cat > /etc/postfix/sasl/smtpd.co nf <<EOL 
              pwcheck_method: saslauthd 
              mech_list: plain login 
              EOL 
              openssl genrsa 1024 > smtpd.key 
              cat > test.conf <<EOL 
              # OpenSSL configuration to generate a  new key with signing requst for 
a x509v3  
              # multidomain certificate 
              # 
              # openssl req -config bla.cnf -new | tee csr.pem 
              # or 
              # openssl req -config bla.cnf -new -o ut csr.pem 
              [ req ] 
              default_bits       = 4096 
              default_md         = sha512 
              default_keyfile    = key.pem 
              prompt             = no 
              encrypt_key        = no 
 
              # base request 
              distinguished_name = req_distinguishe d_name 
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              # extensions 
              req_extensions     = v3_req 
 
              # distinguished_name 
              [ req_distinguished_name ] 
              countryName            = "IT"                     # C= 
              stateOrProvinceName    = "Piedmont"                 # ST= 
              localityName           = "Turin"                 # L= 
              postalCode             = "10100"                 # L/postalcode= 
              streetAddress          = "Corso C. Fi dardo"            # L/street= 
              organizationName       = "test"        # O= 
              organizationalUnitName = "IT Departme nt"          # OU= 
              commonName             = "test.com"            # CN= 
              emailAddress           = "webmaster@t est.com"  # CN/emailAddress= 
 
              # req_extensions 
              [ v3_req ] 
              # The subject alternative name extens ion allows various literal 
values to be  
              # included in the configuration file 
              # http://www.openssl.org/docs/apps/x5 09v3_config.html 
              subjectAltName  = DNS:www.example.com ,DNS:www2.example.com # 
multidomain certificate 
               
              [ v3_ca ] 
 
              # vim:ft=config 
              EOL 
              sudo openssl req -config test.conf -n ew -key smtpd.key -x509 -days 
3650 -out smtpd.crt 
              sudo openssl req -config test.conf -n ew -x509 -extensions v3_ca -
keyout cakey.pem -out cacert.pem -days 3650 
              chmod 600 smtpd.key 
              mv smtpd.key cakey.pem /etc/ssl/priva te/ 
              mv smtpd.crt cacert.pem /etc/ssl/cert s/ 
              postconf -e 'smtp_tls_security_level = may' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_security_level  = may' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_auth_only = no ' 
              postconf -e 'smtp_tls_note_starttls_o ffer = yes' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_key_file = /et c/ssl/private/smtpd.key' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_cert_file = /e tc/ssl/certs/smtpd.crt' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_CAfile = /etc/ ssl/certs/cacert.pem' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_loglevel = 1' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_received_heade r = yes' 
              postconf -e 'smtpd_tls_session_cache_ timeout = 3600s' 
              postconf -e 'tls_random_source = dev: /dev/urandom' 
              postconf -e 'myhostname = OX-email.lx d' 
              systemctl restart postfix 
              sed -i '/START=/c\START=yes' /etc/def ault/saslauthd 
              sed -i '/OPTIONS="-c/c\OPTIONS="-c -m  
/var/spool/postfix/var/run/saslauthd"' /etc/default /saslauthd 
              sed -i -e '$a\ 
              PWDIR="/var/spool/postfix/var/run/sas lauthd"\ 
              PARAMS="-m ${PWDIR}"\ 
              PIDFILE="${PWDIR}/saslauthd.pid"' /et c/default/saslauthd 
              dpkg-statoverride --force --update -- add root sasl 755 
/var/spool/postfix/var/run/saslauthd 
              ln -s /etc/default/saslauthd /etc/sas lauthd 
              systemctl start saslauthd 
              chmod o+w /var/mail 
              sed -i -e '$a mail_location = mbox:~/ mail:INBOX=/var/mail/%u' 
/etc/dovecot/dovecot.conf 
              sed -i '/#listen =/c\listen = \*\, \: \:' /etc/dovecot/dovecot.conf 
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              systemctl restart dovecot 
              exit 0 
            params: 
              $proxy_server: {get_param: proxy_serv er} 
      requirements: 
        - local_storage: 
            node: heat-volume-OX-email 
            relationship: storage_attachesto_email 
      capabilities: 
        host: 
          properties: 
              disk_size: 10 GB 
              num_cpus: { get_input: cpus } 
              mem_size: 4096 kB 
    heat-lxc-OX-app: 
      type: tosca.nodes.opera.compute_lxc 
      properties: 
        name: heat-lxc-OX-app 
        tag: container 
        key_name: ismb 
        block_device_mapping: "[device_name: vda, v olume_id: {get_resource: heat-
volume-OX-app}, delete_on_termination : 'true']" 
        user_data_format: RAW 
        user_data: | 
          str_replace:  
            template: | 
              #!/bin/bash -v 
              # Setup Proxy 
              export http_proxy="$proxy_server" 
              export https_proxy="$proxy_server" 
              echo "127.0.1.1" $HOSTNAME | sudo tee  --append /etc/hosts 
              wget http://software.open-xchange.com /oxbuildkey.pub -O - | apt-key 
add - 
              cat << EOF >> /etc/apt/sources.list.d /open-xchange.list 
              deb http://software.open-
xchange.com/products/appsuite/stable/appsuiteui/Deb ianJessie/ / 
              deb http://software.open-
xchange.com/products/appsuite/stable/backend/Debian Jessie/ / 
              EOF 
              sudo rm /var/lib/apt/lists/* -vf  
              sudo -E apt-get update -y  
              sudo -E DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractiv e apt-get -y install openjdk-8-
jdk open-xchange open-xchange-authentication-databa se open-xchange-grizzly open-
xchange-admin open-xchange-appsuite open-xchange-ap psuite-backend open-xchange-
appsuite-manifest  
              echo PATH=$PATH:/opt/open-xchange/sbi n/ >> ~/.bashrc && . ~/.bashrc 
              initconfigdb --configdb-pass=pass1234  --configdb-user=ox-sql -a --
mysql-root-passwd=pass1234 --configdb-host=OX-mysql  
              oxinstaller --no-license --servername =oxserver --configdb-user=ox-sql 
--configdb-pass=pass1234  --master-pass=pass1234 -- network-listener-host=* --
servermemory 2048 --configdb-readhost=OX-mysql --co nfigdb-writehost=OX-mysql 
              systemctl restart open-xchange 
              sudo sed -i 's/mailServerSource=user/ mailServerSource=global/' 
/opt/open-xchange/etc/mail.properties 
              sudo sed -i 
's/transportServerSource=user/transportServerSource =global/' /opt/open-
xchange/etc/mail.properties 
              sudo sed -i 's/mail.mailServer=OX-app .lxd/mail.mailServer=OX-
email.lxd/' /opt/open-xchange/etc/mail.properties 
              sudo sed -i 's/mailStartTls=false/mai lStartTls=true/' /opt/open-
xchange/etc/mail.properties 
              sudo sed -i 's/transportServer=OX-app .lxd/transportServer=OX-
email.lxd/' /opt/open-xchange/etc/mail.properties 
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              sudo sed -i 's/transportStartTls=fals e/transportStartTls=true/' 
/opt/open-xchange/etc/mail.properties 
              registerserver -n oxserver -A oxadmin master -P pass1234 
              mkdir /var/opt/filestore 
              chown open-xchange:open-xchange /var/ opt/filestore 
              registerfilestore -A oxadminmaster -P  pass1234 -t 
file:/var/opt/filestore -s 1000000 
              registerdatabase -A oxadminmaster -P pass1234 --name oxdatabase --
hostname OX-mysql --dbuser ox-sql --dbpasswd pass12 34 --master true  
              createcontext -A oxadminmaster -P pas s1234 -c 1 -u oxadmin -d 
"Context Admin" -g Admin -s User -p pass1234 -L def aultcontext -e 
oxadmin@example.com -q 1024 --access-combination-na me=groupware_standard 
              systemctl restart open-xchange 
              a2enmod proxy proxy_http proxy_balanc er expires deflate headers 
rewrite mime setenvif lbmethod_byrequests 
              sudo  cat > /etc/apache2/conf-availab le/proxy_http.conf <<EOL 
              <IfModule mod_proxy_http.c> 
                ProxyRequests Off 
                ProxyStatus On 
                # When enabled, this option will pa ss the Host: line from the 
incoming request to the proxied host. 
                ProxyPreserveHost On 
                # Please note that the servlet path  to the soap API has changed: 
                <Location /webservices> 
                   # restrict access to the soap pr ovisioning API 
                   Order Deny,Allow 
                   Deny from all 
                   Allow from 127.0.0.1 
                   # you might add more ip addresse s / networks here 
                   # Allow from 192.168 10 172.16 
                </Location> 
 
                # The old path is kept for compatib ility reasons 
                <Location /servlet/axis2/services> 
                   Order Deny,Allow 
                   Deny from all 
                   Allow from 127.0.0.1 
                </Location> 
 
                # Enable the balancer manager menti oned in 
                # 
http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.php?title=AppSuite:Ru nning_a_cluster#Updating_a_Clust
er 
                <IfModule mod_status.c> 
                 <Location /balancer-manager> 
                   SetHandler balancer-manager 
                   Order Deny,Allow 
                   Deny from all 
                   Allow from 127.0.0.1 
                 </Location> 
                </IfModule> 
 
                <Proxy balancer://oxcluster> 
                   Order deny,allow 
                   Allow from all 
                   # multiple server setups need to  have the hostname inserted 
instead localhost 
                   BalancerMember http://localhost: 8009 timeout=100 smax=0 ttl=60 
retry=60 loadfactor=50 route=APP1 
                   # Enable and maybe add additiona l hosts running OX here 
                   # BalancerMember http://oxhost2: 8009 timeout=100 smax=0 ttl=60 
retry=60 loadfactor=50 route=APP2 
                  ProxySet stickysession=JSESSIONID |jsessionid scolonpathdelim=On 
                  SetEnv proxy-initial-not-pooled 
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                  SetEnv proxy-sendchunked 
                </Proxy> 
                <Proxy balancer://eas_oxcluster> 
                  Order deny,allow 
                  Allow from all 
                  # multiple server setups need to have the hostname inserted 
instead localhost 
                  BalancerMember http://localhost_s ync:8009 timeout=1900 smax=0 
ttl=60 retry=60 loadfactor=50 route=APP1 
                  # Enable and maybe add additional  hosts running OX here 
                  # BalancerMember http://oxhost2:8 009 timeout=1900  smax=0 ttl=60 
retry=60 loadfactor=50 route=APP2 
                  ProxySet stickysession=JSESSIONID |jsessionid scolonpathdelim=On 
                  SetEnv proxy-initial-not-pooled 
                  SetEnv proxy-sendchunked 
                </Proxy> 
                ProxyPass /ajax balancer://oxcluste r/ajax 
                ProxyPass /appsuite/api balancer:// oxcluster/ajax 
                ProxyPass /drive balancer://oxclust er/drive 
                ProxyPass /infostore balancer://oxc luster/infostore 
                ProxyPass /publications balancer:// oxcluster/publications 
                ProxyPass /realtime balancer://oxcl uster/realtime 
                ProxyPass /servlet balancer://oxclu ster/servlet 
                ProxyPass /webservices balancer://o xcluster/webservices 
                ProxyPass /usm-json balancer://eas_ oxcluster/usm-json 
                ProxyPass /Microsoft-Server-ActiveS ync 
balancer://eas_oxcluster/Microsoft-Server-ActiveSyn c 
              </IfModule> 
              EOL 
              sudo rm /etc/apache2/sites-enabled/00 0-default.conf 
              sudo  cat > /etc/apache2/sites-enable d/000-default.conf <<EOL 
              <VirtualHost *:80> 
                ServerAdmin webmaster@localhost 
 
                DocumentRoot /var/www/html 
                <Directory /var/www/html> 
                  Options Indexes FollowSymLinks Mu ltiViews 
                  AllowOverride None 
                  Order allow,deny 
                  allow from all 
                  RedirectMatch ^/$ /appsuite/ 
                </Directory> 
 
                <Directory /var/www/html/appsuite> 
                  Options None +SymLinksIfOwnerMatc h 
                  AllowOverride Indexes FileInfo 
                </Directory> 
                ErrorLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/error.lo g 
                CustomLog ${APACHE_LOG_DIR}/access. log combined 
              </VirtualHost> 
              EOL 
              a2enconf proxy_http.conf 
              systemctl restart apache2 
              exit 0 
            params: 
              $proxy_server: {get_param: proxy_serv er} 
      requirements: 
        - local_storage: 
            node: heat-volume-OX-app 
            relationship: storage_attachesto_app 
      capabilities: 
        host: 
          properties: 
              disk_size: 10 GB 
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              num_cpus: { get_input: cpus } 
              mem_size: 4096 kB 
    my_port_1: 
      type: tosca.nodes.network.Port 
      requirements: 
        - link: 
            node: my_network_1 
        - binding: 
            node: heat-lxc-OX-mysql 
    my_port_2: 
      type: tosca.nodes.network.Port 
      requirements: 
        - link: 
            node: my_network_1 
        - binding: 
            node: heat-lxc-OX-email 
    my_port_3: 
      type: tosca.nodes.network.Port 
      requirements: 
        - link: 
            node: my_network_1 
        - binding: 
            node: heat-lxc-OX-app 
    my_network_1: 
      type: tosca.nodes.network.Network 
      properties: 
        network_name: Provider_318 
  relationship_templates: 
    storage_attachesto_mysql: 
      type: MyAttachesTo 
      properties: 
        location: /my_data_location 
    storage_attachesto_email: 
      type: MyAttachesTo 
      properties: 
        location: /my_data_location 
    storage_attachesto_app: 
      type: MyAttachesTo 
      properties: 
        location: /my_data_location 
  outputs: 
    private_ip: 
      description: The private IP address of the ne wly created compute instance. 
      value: { get_attribute: [heat-lxc-OC-mysql, p rivate_address] } 
    volume_id: 
      description: The volume id of the block stora ge instance. 
      value: { get_attribute: [heat - volu me- OC- mysql, volume_id] }  

 

 


